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CERN currently manages the largest data archive in the HEP domain; over 170PB of custodial data is archived across 7 enterprise tape libraries containing more than 20,000 tapes and 
using over 80 tape drives. Archival storage at this scale requires a leading edge monitoring infrastructure that acquires live and lifelong metrics from the hardware in order to assess 
and proactively identify potential drive and media level issues. In addition, protecting the privacy of sensitive archival data is becoming increasingly important and with it the need for 
a scalable, compute-e�cient and cost-e�ective solution for data encryption.

In this study, we �rst describe the implementation of acquiring tape medium and drive related metrics reported by the SCSI interface and its integration with our monitoring system. 
We then address the incorporation of tape drive real-time encryption with dedicated drive hardware into the CASTOR hierarchical mass storage system.

1. SCSI Monitoring 2. Encryption

Abstract

Implementation
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Privacy is an omnipresent a�air when dealing with data. Encryption is to ensure that only authorized clients who have 
obtained the encryption key will be able to read the encrypted information.

We opted for implementing encryption in the drive at the application level for the following reasons:
• Speed: dedicated hardware in the tape drive is responsible for real-time encryption of the data
• Versatility: key scope can vary from per library to per block of the tape scope and is externally managed
• Compression: data is �rst compressed and then encrypted by the drive
• Transparency: the encryption operation of the data persisted on tape is completely transparent to the end user

Key management is implemented completely outside of CASTOR and is enabled as a plugin.

Key Store
A key-value store associating a key ID with a 
key. Key ID’s are versioned, enabling key 
revocation.

VMGR Database
The VMGR Database is a database keeping 
information for each tape in CASTOR. We 
created a new table, associating each tape 
with a key ID.

Encryption System Backend
CASTOR contains all the SCSI calls to interface 
with the tape drives. 

I/O with encryption support
1. Clears any encryption data left as a remainder of a potentially failed session. 
2. The key management application is called.
3. The encryption key manager �rst polls the VMGR database for the key ID associated with the speci�c tape.
 • If existent, it extracts the key from the key store and returns it to the caller. 
 • In case the there is no associated key ID with the tape and this is the �rst write to it, then the application gets 
the latest version of the key and updates the key ID to the VMGR database. If not the �rst write, encryption is 
disabled.

Key revocation process
In the case a key needs to get revoked, we move all the tapes associated with it to a new tape pool, then create a new 
version of the pair key ID – key and rewrite the data with the new key.

Methodology
We measured the performance under the 
following parameters:
• Two drive types: {IBM TS1150,
Oracle T10000D}
• Two �le sizes: {small: 5.2MB,big: 5.2GB}
• Two operations: {(w)rite,(r)ead}
• Two modes: {non-encrypted,(enc)rypted}
• 200 iterations of each operation

Results
In neither vendor’s case, could a 
statistically signi�cant performance 
drop between non-encrypted and 
encrypted operations be observed.

The aim of SCSI monitoring is to dig into the internal reporting tools of the infrastructure to acquire relevant metrics 
from tape drives through log sense pages and channel them into CASTOR’s logs. From there, these values would be 
retrieved by the monitoring infrastructure tools, evaluated and alerts would be raised on anomalies. Our study is 
mainly focused on common metrics across the two vendors. This, along with the already in place SCSI alerting 
subsystem, would o�er a deeper insight on the state of the tape equipment.

Metrics collected can be divided into four main categories:
• mount general statistics
• volume statistics
• drive statistics
• quality statistics

Concerning mount general statistics, it can be 
observed that IBM error metrics generally report higher 
numbers than Oracle’s. This does not necessarily mean 
that the former drives produce more errors; they simply 
measure more. Additionally, big sessions can saturate 
these counters.

Measurements further indicate the following work�ow:

For the rest of the metrics categories, we initially 
grouped the reported values both by tape and by 
drive, in order to link potential elevated error metrics 
with imminent medium or equipment failure. High 
reported values across di�erent categories did not 
seem to be related.

Concerning quality statistics, I/O e�ciencies were 
normalized and the most used tapes per operation  
were selected and analysed for e�ciency equivalently. 
The metrics were grouped by tape and ordered by 
timestamp. In order to detect potential trends, the 
data were �tted with 3rd degree polynomial 
functions.

In terms of imminent failure prediction, we found no 
statistically signi�cant linkage between the metrics 
gathered and tape failure alerts.

Interpretation

Results & Outlook
While failure prediction based on gathered metrics utterly failed to produce meaningful results, further investigation 
might as well indicate deeper latent connections that prove the causality of failures. By correlating metrics with speci�c 
tape sections touched per session, a map of performance/error count and tape partitions could be created, potentially 
revealing problematic parts of the tape. Moreover, a feedback mechanism for evaluating the metrics gathered could be 
created by employing supervised machine learning techniques based on historical data, in order to predict failure based 
on SCSI metrics gathered as features.
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